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Simple Yearly Planner – Grunge Style

Supply List:
Calendar pages pdf file (refer to my blog for file – www.ozegran.blogspot.com)
Cardstock: 12 pieces of kraft cardstock cut to 8”x8”
Printer paper – 13 sheets of (8 ¼ x 11 ¾ or 8 ½ x 11)
2 pieces of lightweight chipboard (a cereal box would suffice) cut to 8 ¼” x 4 ¼”
1 sheet 12”x12” patterned paper for front & back covers
18” strip of ½” ribbon for spine and page marker (I used brown for grunge)
Stash supplies needed:
Double-sided tape (I prefer Scor-tape)
ATG tape
Liquid glue (I prefer Scotch Quick Dry Adhesive, Aleene’s Tacky Glue or Helmar’s liquid glue)
Trimmer
Scissors
Craft knife & ruler
Instructions:
1. Print your planner printable onto printer paper
2. Fold (or score) each of the 8 pieces of cardstock in half at 4” (these are your individual
pages)
3. Take one page and adhere the back of it to the front of the second page
4. Take another page and adhere the front to the back of the previous page
5. Continue adhering in this way until all 12 pages have been adhered
6. Cut out your printable calendar pages using your trimmer or ruler & craft knife
NOTE: each month should be cut into two separate pieces (size: 7 ¾” x 3 ¾”)
7. Ink all edges of your calendar pages (I used vintage photo distress ink)
8. The front of the first page and the back of the last page will be adhered to the chipboard
covers later on but for now, adhere the left part of the January calendar to the inside left of
the first page and the right part of the January calendar on the opposite page.
To adhere the calendar pages I used Scor-tape around the edges and ATG inside
9. Once all calendar pages are adhered you will be left with a 2013 graphic. I used this on the
front cover of my planner but you can use whatever you like to embellish your front cover.
10. Next, take your ribbon, fold over one of the ends about an inch and adhere it so that you
have a nice neat edge.
11. Cover the “spine” area of your book with liquid glue (I used Helmar’s but Aleene’s Tacky
Glue or Scotch Quick Dry Adhesive would be fine)
12. Placing the “smooth neat” edge of your ribbon (wrong side facing down on your spine) onto
the “spine” of your book and burnish it well for a good stick
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13. The remaining ribbon is your page marker. It sits inside your planner on whatever the
current month is. If the ribbon is too long, just fold it over and glue it together so that you
have a neat edge or just cut it down to size, or you could even add a charm to it!
14. Next cut your 12”x12” piece of patterned paper in half so that you have two 6”x12” pieces –
one for each cover
15. Then cut these two pieces down to 6” x 10”
16. Place Scor-tape around all 4 edges of your front cover, apply liquid glue to the inside area
and centre this onto the wrong side of your 6”x12” cover paper and burnish it well with a
brayer or your hands to spread out the liquid glue
17. Mitre all 4 corners of your paper
18. Place Scor-tape on all 4 edges of your chipboard and all 4 edges of your paper
19. Remove tape backing from long sides and fold over onto chipboard
20. Tuck in your “dog ears”
21. Remove tape backing from short sides and fold over onto chipboard
22. Cover your back piece of chipboard in the same way
23. Next place Scor-tape around all 4 edges of the front of your book, remove tape backing,
cover the inside with liquid glue and adhere your front cover, ensuring your front cover edge
lines up with your spine and is centred for top & bottom
24. Now adhere your back cover in the same way
25. Next, if you’re using the supplied graphic, cut it out using your ruler and craft knife, adhere
back with liquid glue and adhere to front cover
26. Your planner is now finished!
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The background graphic I used here came from a site called Far Far Hill
(http://farfarhill.blogspot.com.au/search/label/Free Vintage Papers). This site is A-M-A-Z-IN-G, if you haven't checked it out, you should! I didn't use the backgrounds as-is but
cropped, cut and pasted, reversed, etc. to come up with what I wanted for my pocket planner.
The design of the pocket planner was by Sharon Ngoo for Graphic 45 and you can see the
original planner here at (http://glooshmoo.blogspot.com.au/2012/12/scrapbook-adhesivesby-3l-and-graphic45.html). I didn't use the 8x8 design paper technique (I used cardstock) and
I didn't use the spine either, I just used the ribbon.
The other graphics were obtained from an image search in Yahoo and I cropped and mixed
and matched, cut and pasted, resized, etc to come up with my own.
I created the calendar using Microsoft Publisher, then re-coloured and re-sized for what I
needed.

